EDITORIAL

The CARBON editors have taken it upon themselves to wage a safety campaign, which most probably will not run longer than one issue, so heed carefully. The purpose of our new aspiration is to reduce the hazards on the college grounds, and we shall start with a few words about the congested conditions of the halls between classes.

It is not enough to merely state the problem at hand but we are going to make life easy for you by suggesting several steps, one or all of which may prove to alleviate the problem.

For those who have difficulty in getting from one room to another, we have experimentally discovered the safest way to run this obstacle course. As you leave class, you will find it necessary to make a wide right turn around the cluster of students assembled outside the door, discussing who know the least in today's lesson. This can best be accomplished by turning on the right heel with the left leg extended and the elbows spread wide, which will knock any passers-by out of the way. Take two giant steps forward and fling yourself flat against the wall to avoid the students walking five abreast. Seven baby steps will bring you to the junction of the science hall and main hall. Leap wildly and grasp the clock by your finger tips and hang there until the rush subsides, then drop and proceed to your next class.

For those who must make this trip in a hurry, may we suggest a good pair of $5 trek shoes, sufficiently cleated, which may be purchased in the CARBON office for $10.

Perhaps, also, a little courtesy might help. Smile and say hello as you knock, push, shove and trample the other students. Make them know that you have the right of way.

As a last resort, the editors have petitioned the Red Cross to declare our halls a disaster area and aid in the form of tanks, bulldozers and grenades has been promised to clear a path. Anyone wishing to join this campaign, contact the head of the student militia.

D.T.

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

AIFS Speaker on Japan

As part of the Non-Western Studies Program initiated in 1958, Marian College students will hear Mr. Lawrence Olson, a specialist, lecture on various aspects of Japan.

Mr. Olson, an AIFS representative, will begin his series of lectures with "Significant Trends in Contemporary Japan," at the 10:30 assembly period on Tuesday the 9th. Subsequent lectures will include "Modernization of Japan", "Education and Youth in Japan" and "Urban Japan." The series of lectures will run to October 12th.

*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

Fic on those who dare to litter up the mixed lounge—they are Mixed Scoundrels.
Results of Student Board Meeting, Oct. 3

Because of the destruction of the ping-pong equipment in the lounge, the Student Board feels that it is necessary to make rules concerning its use.
1. Paddles are not to be removed from the immediate playing area.
2. Abuse of the equipment in any way is prohibited (e.g., beating on tables with paddles, breaking paddles, climbing on tables, etc.).
3. Any person found damaging paddles, nets or the tables will be liable to a fine of $2.00 by the Student Board. Any further abuse of ping-pong equipment will be considered by the Student Board a forfeiture of these privileges. E.g., No more equipment will be bought and the ping-pong tables will be removed from the lounge.

ACHTUNG!

The Fliorett is a collection of prose and poetry written and edited by Marian students. It has been a living tradition working as a good-will ambassador to make known the thoughts and talents of the students. Last semester the Catholic School Press Association gave the Fliorett its highest award, the rating of All-Catholic with a total of 900 points. The deadline for poems, short stories and essays is Oct. 31st. You can help to keep the tradition living by submitting articles for publication in Room 310.

Piglet—Chapter Two

The perennial problem of cleanliness in the Mixed Pigsty has cropped up again. Many of the new piglets and some of the older ones find it easy to play in the filth of pop bottles, paper wrappers and other unhygienic objects. Subsequently no one takes the trouble to clean up after themselves and the Mixed Pigsty is in a deplorable state. In past times the Piglet Board has had to resort to stern measures in combating this problem. Use of the Mixed Pigsty was restricted to older piglets and sometimes stopped altogether. The present Piglet Board will soon resort to similar measures if the filth in the Pigsty is not corrected. So put your bottles in the racks provided, pick up your papers and use the ashtrays. It's your pigsty and everyone's problem.

SPORTS SPOTS

Intemurals are off to another exciting season this year. All of the teams look tough, and played their first games exceptionally well. We predict that the finish will be the most exciting of all time.

Outstanding individuals in last Sunday's games include Jack Essling, who scored 18 of the ANIMALS' 19 points, and Fred Peterson, who intercepted four passes for the REBELS and ran them far back into the LIONS' territory.

ANIMALS over CARDs 19-6
BEARS over BLITZERS 6-0
TIGERS over COLTS 24-6
REBELS over LIONS 24-7

NEXT WEEK

1:00 CARDs vs. TIGERS
2:00 BEARS vs. LIONS
3:00 ANIMALS vs. BLITZERS
4:00 COLTS vs. REBELS

NETMEN LOSE SQUEAKER

The tennis team lost a tough one to Franklin last Saturday, dropping their first fall match 1-3. As Joe Kempf said, "We could win our singles, but not the doubles."

A WORD FROM ST. VIS

All freshmen girls are invited to attend a Get-acquainted Mixer on Thursday, Oct. 11, from 7:30-9:00 p.m. at the Nurses' Residence. Refreshments will be served and informal attire is in order. Girls needing a ride may sign the lists to be posted on the Clark Hall bulletin board.

THIRD ORDER CARD PARTY

The Third Order is sponsoring a card party Oct. 10 to raise funds for the Collegiate Convention to be held at Marian in February.